
Look What’s Under The Rug 

Small schools.  Magnet schools.  Limited-seat schools.  
Online schools.  Charter schools.  Accelerated schools.  
Abruptly assembled No-Such-Thing-As-Evolution voucher schools.  
The truth about such an impressive assortment of “compassionately” (if often very 

abruptly) created choice schools? 
While reform promoters opted to publish a never-ending stream of innovation-friendly 

information bent to the suggestion that deregulated schools outpaced, outperformed and out-
tested sluggishly voice-inclusive, democratically-collaborative, neighborhood-protective 
traditional methods?  Well, there was, although it was not often promoted, other news; additional 
information could be found – oh, no, not right out there in front, but still there, under the 
immediate surface.  

You had to look for it; you had to dig at it.  
You had to find an unruly thread, and pull it up.   
You had to put in the effort because, with so much razzle-dazzle, so much flash, and so 

much endlessly realigning chaos?  Truth was often trapped deep inside the intertwining maze of 
smoke screens set up as a protection for the ever whirling (and ever more deregulated) 
inundation of invasions. 

If you believed – oh, that perhaps it wasn’t wise to leave all knowledge of public school 
issues in the hands of politicians and self-promoting Big Money “experts;” if you thought it ill-
advised to have the world of public education explained to you by a popular, sound-bite-seeking 
press – well, a different point of view?

Was actually available. 
For each and every energetically published choice-school promotion:  
You could, with only a little effort?

	
 Locate information that was just as relevant, just as factual, just as specific – but that was, 
on the other hand?

Fully oppositional.  
It wasn’t logical, or even necessary, to refute the fact that some choice schools, some 

small schools, some charter or magnet schools, had great track records.  You might even feel, 
after reading about the exciting achievement at this school or with that program, so positive and 
so enervated that you were more than ready to jump up and get on board; more than willing to 
become an ardent member of the school-choice club.  Yet, if that one little word – some – 
bothered you?  

Well, you might feel a little foolish for all of your enthusiasm once you read just a touch 
more.  Just enough to find out that, percent-wise?  On the whole?  Overall?  

The true-fact profile of success for non-traditional schools of choice was far from 
dazzling.*  

Was, even, harmfully bleak.
If big-picture, nationally-collected statistics held any truth?  
Well, you might find yourself taking a pretty big gamble if, jumping up to support the 

advertising-pushed, panic-driven, parent-triggered rush, you joined up with the latest reform-
promoted school creation.  Statistically?  You’d be fortunate if things worked out; more than 
lucky once you understood that long-term records actually suggested that only about two out of 
six, three out of ten, twenty, at the most thirty percent of small, choice and charter schools did as 



well as, or better than, old-fashioned stable, locally-accessible, all-student-inclusive, traditional 
neighborhood public schools.  

A significant number of these abruptly created and suddenly deregulated schools?
Had, in fact, exhibited frighteningly dismal results.  
More than a few had even failed miserably.  
Failures, however – student-abusive, student-handicapping and student-harmful – that 

mostly?   
Oh, you’d never hear about.  Never even know had occurred, as, in years ever more 

ruthlessly bent to the never-ending instigation of Big-Money-lucrative reforms, a negative, 
cause-undermining choice school information was so hastily and efficiently swept under the rug.  
Unappealing statistical information so speedily brushed back into the safe haven of an ever 
whirling reform where the cyclical flow of newly instated shiny-penny ideas might tidily obscure 
the strategically hidden succession of short-lived mistakes. 

Mistakes that in truly modern days?
Could now so neatly and conveniently be filed away as being simply additional examples 

of our nation’s repeatedly manufactured (but, oh my, surely forgivable) unintended 
consequences.  

*Perhaps even more detrimental for a growing number of students is the increasing array of choice/charter/voucher 
programs now being exposed as having simply taken advantage of nonchalantly deregulated funding parameters to 
line the pockets of those in charge.  


